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ORDERING MADE EASY! VISIT US ONLINE:
www.blueridgebeecompany.com

Want to see our stock in-person
and enjoy our ice cream bar
afterwards? Visit our general
store in Mercer Street Grassroots
District in Princeton, WV and
browse through our canned goods
and locally sourced meats, dairy,
vegetables, and more!
Plan for a day trip when you come
and see us so you can
enjoy other fun
and locally owned
spots, including
a brewery, art
gallery, and more!

Hive Components
Bottoms

The bottom board provides the entrance to
your hive and gives the bees the proper space
to work. Our Bottom Boards are constructed
with ¾” plywood using both screws and glue to
provide years of service. No assembly required.

Queen Excluders

Eliminate the risk of losing your queen or
having to contend with brood in your supers
during extracting time by using a queen
excluder. Our metal excluders are computercontrol welded with each wire crimped in the
10 Frame Bottom Board..........416950000050....19.95 frame to provide years of service. Our plastic
8 Frame Bottom Board..........416950000104....19.95 excluders are molded instead of stamped,
5 Frame Nuc Bottom Board..........416950000135......9.95 leaving no rough edges to harm your bees.
10 Frame Slatted Rack..........266685129874....24.95
10 Frame Queen Excluder..........266953160141......7.95
8 Frame Slatted Rack..........266685129873....24.95
8 FRame Queen Excluder..........266953160142..... 7.95
10 Frame Plastic Queen Excluder..........266685129897......4.95
Boxes
8 Frame Plastic Queen Excluder..........266685129896......4.95
Strong finger joints hold our boxes together to
withstand years of weather when painted and
Top Feeders
protected correctly. The handholds are made
This wooden feeder holds over 3 gallons of
to provide finger room and prevent tear-outs.
sugar feed. It’s made to last for many seasons
10 Frame Deep Box..........416950000043....16.95 and reduces the number of drowned bees.
10 Frame Medium Box..........416950000036....14.95
10 Frame Feeder..........416950000227....24.95
10 Frame Shallow Box..........416950000029....13.95
8 Frame Feeder..........416950000234....24.95
8 Frame Deep Box..........416950000098....16.95
8 Frame Medium Box..........416950000081....14.95 Telescoping Covers
8 Frame Shallow Box..........416950000074....13.95 Telescoping covers are the roof of your hive.
5 Frame Nuc Deep Box..........416950000128....14.95 Like your own house, you want one that
will withstand the harshest conditions. The
Inner Covers
top is covered with heavy-duty aluminum
Built to last for years! Place our inner
which telescopes down over the top of
cover underneath the telescoping cover
the hive to keep out the elements.
to provide proper working space for your
10 Frame Telescoping Cover..........416950000012....19.95
bees. Our Triangle Escape Board lets bees
8 Frame Telescoping Cover..........416950000067....19.95
escape from honey supers for harvesting.
5 Frame Nuc Telescoping Cover..........416950000111......9.95
10 Frame Inner Cover..........416950000173......9.95
8 Frame Inner Cover..........416950000166......9.95
5 Frame Nuc Inner Cover..........416950000159......9.95
Triangle Escape Board..........266685129882....19.95
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Hive Diagram

Comparison between Deep,
Medium, and Shallow Frames.

Frames
Unassembled Frames

Made of untreated pine wood. Our Wedge
Frames accept wax foundations and our
Grooved Frames accept plastic foundations.
These frames are shipped unassembled.

Frame Assembly

We offer both wax and plastic foundations.
Frame Wire..........266685129894......9.95
Metal Frame Eyelets..........266685129893......3.95
Zinc Support Pins (100 CT.)..........266685129892......8.95

Hive Accessories

Deep Wedge Frame..........416950000261......1.25
Medium Wedge Frame..........416950000262......1.25 10 Frame Candy Boards
Shallow Wedge Frame..........416950000263......1.25 The candy board is a great piece of equipment
Deep Grooved Frame..........416950000258......1.25 to have for wintering bees successfully and
Medium Grooved Frame..........416950000259......1.25 reducing moisture at the same time.
Shallow Grooved Frame..........416950000260......1.25
10 Frame Candy Board..........416950000203......9.95
Assembled Frames & Foundations
8 frame candy board..........416950000204 ......9.95
These are the same frames as above but are
Robbing Screens
shipped fully assembled with a foundation.
The robbing screen helps reduce robbing by
Deep Wedge Frame..........416950000275......3.50 other hives, wasps, and yellow jackets. May
Medium Wedge Frame..........416950000276......3.50 also be used to seal off a hive completely,
Shallow Wedge Frame..........416950000277......3.50 while also allowing ventilation.
Deep Grooved Frame..........416950000272......3.50
10 Frame Robbing Screen..........416950000197......9.95
Medium Grooved Frame..........416950000273......3.50
8 Frame Robbing Screen..........416950000180......9.95
Shallow Grooved Frame..........416950000274......3.50
Drone Comb Frame..........266685129876......3.95 Robber Reducers

Foundations

We offer both wax and plastic foundations.

Keeps larger wasps and bees out, allowing
for guard bees to do their job easier.

Robber Reducer..........266953160189 .........1.95
Deep Wax Foundation..........416950000265......1.25
Medium Wax Foundation..........416950000266......1.25 Shims
Shallow Wax Foundation..........416950000267......1.25 This 2” shim is perfect for adding sugar
Deep Plastic Foundation..........416950000268......1.25 to winter your hive or a pollen patty
Medium Plastic Foundation..........416950000269......1.25 that is too thick for the inner cover.
Shallow Plastic Foundation..........416950000270......1.25
10 Frame Shim..........416950000210......5.95
Shallow Unwired Wax Foundation.........266685129895......1.25
8 Frame Shim..........416950000241......5.95
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Bee Escapes

The plastic bee escape is inserted into the
slot on the inner cover, which serves as a
one-way door allowing bees to escape but
prevents them from re-entering the supers.
Place the inner cover with bee escape
beneath the super you want to extract. Bees
will clear the super after 2 - 24 hours.
Bee Escape..........266953160172......1.95

Pollen Traps

Designed to collect pollen easily and efficiently.
Just place on the front of the hive close the
front flap and open the drawer to collect the
pollen. Don’t leave in place on any certain
hive for more than a couple of days.
Pollen Trap..........266953160110....14.95

Propolis Traps

A trap designed to collect propolis. Just freeze
and twist, and the propolis pops right out.
Propolis Trap..........266953160127 .........9.95

Entrance Reducers

The entrance reducer fits snugly in the
opening between the bottom board and
your first brood chamber to control the
size of the entrance to the hive.
Mouse Guard..........266953160196......1.95
Adjustable Entrance Reducer..........266953160196......1.95
10 Frame Entrance Reducer..........266953160874......1.95
8 Frame Entrance Reducer...............266953160873......1.95

Entrance Feeders

These entrance feeders allow for quick
feeding of your bees. Made of durable
plastic that will last seasons.
Entrance Feeder ....... 266953160455-2......7.95
Plastic Feeder ..........266953160455......7.95

Pollen Feeders

This frame is designed to have pollen
pressed into the hexagons, allowing
for easy in-hive access to the bees.
Pollen Feeder......... 266953160462......9.95

Plastic Feeder

Flip to page 12 for more info
about our tool selection.

Frame Wire Embedder

Frame Perch
Pollen Scoop

roller Uncapper

9 Frame Spacer

Synthetic Bee Brush
Frame Grip

Frame Cleaning Tool

wood uncapping fork

Frame Wire Crimper
Uncapping Fork

Pink Hive tool

Orange Hive tool

Bent Hive Tool
forged hive tool
J Hook hive tool
Small Hive tool

Small Forged
hive tool

VAPORIZERS

Our vaporizer is designed using high-quality
materials but doesn’t cost a fortune like others.
Some of the materials included in our design
are aircraft-grade aluminum, 12-gauge wire, and
oak hardwood. We like to say it is the lowest
costing, highest quality vaporizer out there.
Oxalic Acid Vaporizer........ 4169500845534....69.95

Hive & Colony Maintenance
Protective Gear
Bee Jackets

A cotton jacket that is stitched to last
and made to withstand abuse in the bee
yard. Hoop veil that will stay off your face
and in place while working your bees.

Medications,
Treatments &
Herbicides
Varroa

Bee Jacket..........266953160493....49.95
We offer treatments for any time
Three-layer jacket with hoop veil.........266953160494....89.95
of year to keep your bees free of
varroa and making honey!.
Bee Veils
The most durable square folding veil on
Apiguard..........266685129888....38.95
the market. No kinks and no rust! Machine
Apivar..........266685129887....38.95
washable, this stiff mesh veil will last
Oxalic Acid Vaporizer..........266685129885....49.95
season after season. Stingless binding.
Mite Away Quick Strips (2 CT.)..........266685129884....15.49
Varroa Easy Check..........266685129883....21.95
Bee Veil..........266953160479....19.95
Drone Comb Frame..........266685129876......3.95

Gloves

Standard vented leather gloves made of
a soft, pliable cowhide with stiff, white
nylon ventilator and canvas gauntlet.
Leather Gloves....... 266953926842-1....18.95
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Wax Moth

Use Para-Moth with stored supers
to aid in keeping wax moths and
their larva under control..
Para-Moth..........266685129878....19.95

Hive Beetles

We offer economical traps that bait and lock
in small hive beetles while keeping bees out.

Nuc Disks

A galvanized nuc disk that is made to close
off nucs easily with ventilation.

Beetle Barn....... 266953160448-1......1.49
Nuc Disk..........266953160158......4.95
Beetle Blaster ....... 266953160448-2......1.49
Beetle Jail ..........266953160448......1.49 Nuc Boxes
Beetle Trap Oil..........266685129877......8.95 A nuc box that is designed for fast
setup and easy transport.

Hive Protection

Oxalic Acid Wood Bleach works for
removing black water spots and tannin stains.
Use on unfinished or stripped wood..

Plastic Nuc Box..........266953160134....14.95
Pro Nuc box..........266685129869....17.95

Queen Gear

Oxalic Acid Wood Bleach..........266685129886......5.95 Our queen cage is designed to trap the
queen on her comb and allow workers to
attend to her. This product gives the hive
a brood break or comfortably introduces
a new queen into a hive. Alternately,
you can use our Queen Catcher to catch
Ultra Bee
your queen with just one hand and know
Both Ultra Bee Pollen Patties and Ultra
you can easily and safely mark her.
Bee Pollen Substitute increase brood

Feeds

production for healthier, stronger bees.

Our Queen Tube is made of clear plastic so
you
can see your queen. The bottom is screened
Ultra Bee Pollen Substitute 2 Lb...........266685129890......9.95
so
you
can easily mark her. Simply scoop
Ultra Bee Pollen Patties..........266685129889......2.95
up your queen and gently nudge her down
with the soft foam plunger until her back
Honey B Healthy
meets the screen. Now you can safely mark
Honey B Healthy is an essential oil mix that is
her with a Queen Marking Pen.
added to sugar-syrup. It promotes rapid buildPush-In Queen Cage..........266953160394......2.95
up, helps boost the bees’ immune system, and
Queen Cage..........266953160370......0.99
prevent mold and fungus growth in feeders.
Queen Catcher..........266953160400......2.95
Honey B Healthy..........266685129879....32.95
Queen Clip..........266953160387......2.95
Pro-Health..........266685129880....32.95
Queen Tube..........266953160417......2.95

Queen Rearing
Mating Nucs

The perfect box to use as a mating nuc or just
hold that extra queen until you need her.
2 Frame Mating Nuc..........416950000142....29.95

Grafting Tools

Our Chinese grafting tool has a flexible head
that easily slides under the larvae and royal
jelly to scoop it out of the cell. It is springloaded to delicately remove the larvae and
place it safely into the cell cup. The most
popular grafting tool on the market.
Chinese Grafting Tool..........266953160424.........1.95
Stainless Steel Grafting Tool..........266953160431......4.95

Bee Jacket
and Hoop Veil

Tools

Frame Wire Embedders

Bee Brushes

The bee brush gently removes bees from
frames, supers, and clothing. Its long,
soft, flexible bristles will not injure
or crush the bees. A must-have when
inspecting hives or harvesting.

Wiring foundation is a breeze with our spur
embedder. Specifically designed to embed
wireframing into wax foundations, roll the tool
over the wire to push it into the foundation.
Frame Wire Embedder..........266953160363....14.95

Hive Tools

Strong spring steel made with a thick
Natural Bee Brush..........266953160325......9.95 end for prying to withstand bending.
Synthetic Bee Brush..........266953160349......9.95
Orange Basic Hive Tool..........266953160226......7.95

Frame Assembly Jigs

This jig holds ten frames and helps you
put them together quickly and easily.
Frame Assembly Jig..........266685129898....14.95

Frame Cleaning Tools

Designed to quickly remove wax and propolis
from any tight area on any style frame.

Pink Basic Hive Tool....... 266953160226-1......7.95
Bent Hive Tool..........266953160240....12.95
J Hook Hive Tool..........266953160233 ....12.95
Small Hive Tool..........266953160257......6.95
Large forged hive tool...............266685129871....21.95
Small forged hive tool..........266685129870.... 15.95

Pollen Scoops

This tool helps scoop pollen out of
Frame Cleaning Tool..........266953160219......6.95 bottom trays of pollen traps.
Pollen Scoop..........266953160103......8.95

Frame Grips

A great addition to your beekeeping
toolbox! Frame grips can get between the
frames when your fingers just won’t fit.

Smokers

Our large and small smokers are made of highquality stainless steel with a wooden bellow.
Frame Grip..........266953160318....14.95 Our copper smoker is designed for cool smoke.

Frame Spacers

Space your 10 frame hive to 9 frames to help
move frames so the bees will draw out more
comb, leaving more space for extra honey.

Large Smoker..........266953160011....24.95
Small Smoker..........266953160004....19.95
Copper Smoker..........266953160028....34.95
Smoker Fuel..........266685129891......4.95

9 Frame Spacer..........266953160202......9.95
7 frame spacer..........266685129872......9.95

Frame Wire Crimpers

Give your foundation the support
it needs. Crimp and tighten your
frame wire prior to embedding.
Frame Wire Crimper..........266953160356......9.95

Frame Wire Crimpers-Wood
Give your foundation the support
it needs. Crimp and tighten your
frame wire prior to embedding.

Frame Wire Crimper-Wood....... 266953160356-1......9.95
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Small Smoker

Starter Kits

Beekeeping Kit

Beekeeping Kits

Essential Gear Kits

If you’re just starting with beekeeping, let
us help! We offer 10 Frame and 8 Frame
beekeeping kits that include a Hive Bottom,
Hive Deep Box, Inner Cover, Telescoping
Cover, and Plastic Frame Feeder. The
Hive Deep Box comes ready with a plastic
foundation and assembled frames. Add on
to your beekeeping kit with specially priced
boxes. Shipped kits will arrive unassembled.

Stock up on necessary beekeeping equipment
with our Essential Gear Kit and save $6.80.
This package includes a Bee Jacket, Leather
Gloves, Small Smoker, Orange Basic
Hive Tool, and a Synthetic Bee Brush.

10 Frame Beekeeping Kit..........266685129868....99.95
8 Frame Beekeeping Kit..........266685129867....99.95
Deep Box Add-On..........266685129866....45.95
Medium Box Add-On..........266685129865....45.95
Shallow Box Add-On..........266685129864....40.95

Essential Gear Kit..........266685129863....99.95

Extraction & Bottling
Perches

Easily transfer your honey with our bucket
perches. They’re easy to assemble and
dishwasher safe. Use our Frame Perch to rest
frames directly inside the bucket as they drain.
Bucket Perch..........266953160080.........8.95
Stainless Bucket Perch....... 266953160080-1 .........8.95
Frame Perch..........266953160073....14.95

Extraction Tools

Uncapping Tools

We offer a variety of uncapping tools.
Our Uncapping Fork is the most durable
Heated Knives
uncapping scratcher with a handle made
The uncapping blade is made of high-grade
of heavy-duty rubber, molded to fit your
#304 stainless steel, and the knife is 10
hand perfectly. Metal tines easily scratch
inches long and 2 inches wide. It features a
away honey cells for extracting. This tool
comfortable turned wood handle that stays
also comes in handy for checking drone
cool to the touch. This product contains
brood for varroa mites by simply pushing
an 8-foot grounded cord, 120 volts.
it into the capped cell and lifting out the
Heated Knife..........266953160271 ....39.95 white drone larvae to easily see any mites.
Great for small and large operations alike,
Our 1½” honey gate fits in a 2” hole and features our Uncapping Plane is made with a maple
handle, an adjustable heated copper cutting
a locking metal wing nut. Our 5 gallon Plastic
blade, and a long-lasting, replaceable element.
Honey Bucket features a built-in honey gate.
Our Roller Uncapper has hard spikes that
Use Fischer’s Bee-Quick® t0 quickly move
easily puncture wax caps for quick honey
bees out of honey supers. It isn’t just free
extraction. Frames can be rolled in a matter
of foul odors and toxic substances; it’s also
of seconds. Select the Uncapping Knife for an
Food-Grade under FDA regulations.
inexpensive way to get started. Simply heat
Honey Gate..........266953160035 .........9.95 the knife by immersing it in boiling water.
Plastic Honey Bucket..........266685129880....19.95
Uncapping Fork..........266953160301 ......8.95
Fischer’s Bee-Quick..........266685129881....18.95
Uncapping Knife..........266953160264 ....19.95
Strainers & Funnels
Uncapping Plane..........266953160288 ....99.95
Use our nylon strainer to filter out fine
Wood Uncapping Fork....... 266953160301-1 ......8.95
particles. To collect larger particles in your
Roller Uncapper..........266953160295 ......12.95
honey, use our Stainless Steel Super Strainer.

Honey Extraction

Nylon Strainer..........266953160059 ......6.95
Stainless Steel Super Strainer..........266953160042 ....14.95
Stainless Steel Funnel..........266953160066 ....14.95
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Stainless Steel Funnel

Blue ridge Bee Company
858 Mercer Street
Princeton, West Virginia 24739

ORDERING MADE EASY! VISIT US ONLINE:
www.blueridgebeecompany.com
Want to Call? Dial 681-282-5161
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